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WOMEN REFUGEES IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES :

THEIR SPECIFIC NEEDS AND UNTAPPED RESOURCES

Helen Callaway

The f a i l u r e  to recognize their pi vo ta l  position in  the
household economy, and the special needs and part icular
v u l n e r a b i l i t y  of women in  t he  refugee s i t u a t i o n, has led not
jus t to  women being disadvantaged, al t hough th i s  is
o b v i o u s l y  the case, but to  whole programmes going awry.

B. E. Harre l l-Bond , Imposing Aid ( 1985:290).

This essay begins with the specific example of  Tendeiti, where refugee

women who have not previously held such roles have become admin-

istrators for the camp. In a situation of forced relocation with an

absence of able-bodied men, these women are showing their capacities

for leadership and adaptation. This example suggests a new conceptual

framework for refugee policy incorporating gender analysis in every

aspect of  assistance. I shall also take up problems of protection for

women, their resources as guardians o f  family welfare, the constraints

and possibilities for women's employment, and their mobilization for

self-help and full participation in the refugee community.

Women of Tendeiti

Located in the far west of the Sudan on the edge of  a huge wadi

marking the border with Chad, Tendeiti camp holds ten thousand

refugees. This community is remarkable, as Paul Vallely has reported,

because women have taken over and are making a particular success of

managing the camp. The fourteen members e lected by the camp's sev en

di f ferent ethnic groups to run the massive feeding programme are all

women. In comparison to other camps in the area administered by local

sheiks, the traditional leaders who are always male, this one is noted



f o r  its smooth running and the gradual improvement of l iv ing

conditions despite the harsh environment.

Only  two hundred of these refugees are men , mainly elderly or

cr ippled. Where are the others? Many are dead, killed in the fierce

bat t les  of the civil war in Chad; others are s t i l l  f ight ing. With the

beginning of the rains, some have returned to their farms to plant

crops. A large number have gone to eastern Sudan in search of

seasonal jobs. A few have sent back money to their wives, but most

have  not been heard of for  several years. In effect, they have

abandoned their families,

These Chadean women , of necessity, are used to hard work. On the

Af r i can  continent, women are known to produce nearly 80 per cent of

the  fami ly  food. This requires back-breaking work - hoeing, weeding

and  harvesting - often without benefit of any modern inputs or

assistance from agricultural extension services, which g ive  their main

at tent ion to  the cash crops grown by men. These women of ten  have to

walk many miles every day with heavy loads on their heads - carrying

the  fami ly  water supply from distant streams, collecting firewood in

huge ungainly bundles, or taking great baskets of produce to the

market. They also care for their children, grind the corn and pound

the cassava, cook the family meals, wash the clothes and spread them

out to dry. Women work as well in numerous ways to earn cash income

by making mats and pottery, trading in markets, or preparing food for

sale to  labourers. What makes the refugee women of Tendeiti unusual

is that  they have proved themselves more than competent in also taking

over the administrative work generally reserved for  men.

In one sense, this is not surprising. African women have

traditionally organized themselves to manage their own affairs  in the

v i l l age  and the market. They have now extended their skills to the



refugee camp where the feeding programme is a massive one. The women

of Tendeiti, according to Vallely's report, are distributing food with

special care for those most in need and with a methodical fairness

quite different from the local village men who 'wheel and deal' in

food aid in many of the small communities throughout the famine-

stricken area of the western Sudan.

These women are caring for large families - as many as nine or

ten children, including the orphans of relatives as well as their own

surviving youngsters. The straw huts they live in give little

protection against the hot sun of the dry season or the torrential

downpours when the rains come. They are enlisting the help of old and

young to bake bricks and make thatches for better shelters. They are

asking advice from water engineers on how to dig wells. Despite the

many hardships, particularly the food scarcity and lack of variety,

these women are said to retain a sense of humour and have gained

confidence in their own abilities to manage their situation as

refugees.

This camp has an unusually high proportion of women, but refugee

communities in other areas also have a predominance of females.

Tendeiti stands out as an example because women who have not

previously held such roles have taken over the administration. They

are showing capacities of leadership and adaptation not usually

attributed to refugee women. Their case supports the suggestion put

forth by several delegates at the Round Table organized by UNHCR in

April 1985 that after the shattering experience of their flight for

safety, women in camps might be mobilized into a positive force to

break out of previous structures of subordination and construct new

patterns of social life.
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The example of the women of Tendeiti raises key questions. Are

the resources that women bring to the refugee situation being f u l l y

tapped? Does the bureaucracy of emergency aid create greater

inequality between men and women by encouraging men as camp

administrators and by designating them as 'heads of households' to

receive the fami ly  supply  of food and other material aid? Are women 's

special needs being taken into account? Is recognition given to

women 's role as guardians of family welfare? In summary, would

refugee relief itself be improved by the mobilization of women f o r

f u l l  participation in  refugee communities?

Rethinking refugee policy and practice

Of the twelve to f if teen million refugees throughout the world today,

women are thought to form the majority of the adu3 t population. In

some areas, women refugees outnumber the men by f rom three to f i v e

times or even more in exceptional circumstances. When husbands are

f igh t ing  in  wars of liberation, or have  been k i l l ed, or have gone t o

other areas in  search of paid work , women are l e f t  as 'heads of

households' to care for  the children, o f ten  not o n l y  their own but

those of relatives as well. Refugee women , as women , have specific

burdens, vulnerabilities and needs. They also havp .special strengths

in  their displaced situation that  have not yet been f u l l y  recognized

by those administering assistance. This reali ty has not af fected

policy because the analytical framework has been the  conventional

male-oriented view that women are dependents of fa thers, husbands or

sons, not individuals with their own specific needs and resources.

Although in  some areas 50 to 75 per cent of households are female-

headed (as shown, fo r  example, in  the 1980 survey of UNHCR branch

offices in  Sudan), these households are  s t il l cons i dered to be

'd e v i a n t s' f r o m  the norm.
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Only very recently, with the work of the United Nations Decade

for Women, has attention been given to women refugees. At its

international meetings in Mexico City in 1975, Copenhagen in 1980 and

Nairobi in 1985, seminars and working groups made recommendations

calling for specific action and research relating to one of the most

disadvantaged categories of the world's women - women refugees. But

refugee assistance continues to be blind to gender issues. By this is

meant that the international refugee instruments, the 1951 United

Nations Refugee Convention and the 1967 Protocol , were drawn up on the

assumption that all refugees meet the same difficulties and should be

given equal treatment. Too often, equal has been interpreted as

the same. But the achievement of equity often calls for different

approaches. While both women and men often endure tremendous

hardships and deprivation during a situation of mass exodus, there

are significant differences between the two sexes in their experience

as refugees.

What is now urgently required is a rethinking of the conceptual

framework of refugee policy in terms of gender difference. Here,

definitions are in order: as Ann Oakley has written, 'sex* refers to

biological difference while 'gender' relates to the social roles which

varied societies allot in different ways to men and women. The

differences between male and female experience need to be clearly

analysed and brought to general awareness in all areas of refugee

policy and practice. More research is needed, as individuals and

organizations have called for, on the reciprocal roles that men and

women hold in their societies before their enforced migration and

their capacities for change and adaptation to their new circumstances.

But of much greater immediate importance is the requirement for



creating a critical approach to conventional gender constructions

within the administration of refugee aid. Throughout the writings on

refugees there is reference to cu l tu ra l  traditions of certain refugee

groups which constrain women 's f u l l  participation in  their society,

but  there is l i t t l e  awareness that the bureaucracy of aid i tself

operates within a male-oriented framework that has o f t en  been

detrimental to  women 's interests and has led as well  to  'whole

programmes going awry'. Certainly, refugee communities a re  not

gaining the f u l l  potential of women 's contributions.

Hale—oriented aid

Since 1970 when Ester Boserup provided the general ou t l ine, f u r t h e r

research has shown how the development process of many countries

(f i r s t  under colonial governments and then in  newly independent

nations) has created a greater gap between men and women of the same

social group. Boys are usually given preference ove r  gir ls  in  f ormal

education and technical training, the proportion of males increasing

with  each higher level of education. Western development aid agencies

have  general ly  taken a male-oriented approach which impl ic i t ly  f a v o u r s

advantages to  males. For example, when agricultural  projects in  t he

rural areas introduce modern technologies, these o f t en  have the  e f f e c t

of increasing the duties of women and lowering their status in

relation to  men. This happens because improvements are most o f t e n

concentrated on cash crops, the preserve of male productivi ty, while

the cult ivat ion of women 's food crops are not aided by improved

techniques. In  the growing cities, employment in the  administrat ive

and technical side of the modern economy goes to  men wi th  their higher

education and skills while women f ind  work in the 'informal' sector.

Men take up  the major political and administrative positions i n

government. In  general , then, as scholars have documented, the



development process itself in many countries has brought increased

power and status to  men relative to women.

Barbara Rogers has shown how development projects for

women are of ten designed according to conventional views that women

require training and assistance in 'domestic science', even in regions

where women carry out the main food production fo r  the family and earn

significant incomes in marketing and other activities. Development

specialists rarely take into account the traditional economic

activities or political authority of women when policies and

programmes are designed. Thus women lose out as males are given

access to new technologies and new occupations while women 's options

are gradually narrowed to the domestic sphere.

I t  is likely that the refugee situation intensifies this male

advantage by encouraging men refugees to take up administrative

responsibilities in the camps and by designating them as 'heads of

households' to receive and distribute the family supply  of food and

other aid. Land in agricultural resettlement projects is generally

allocated to males, even in areas where women have had traditional

rights to their own land for  food crops. Women who are heads of

households o f t en  come last in the queue rather than being given some

concession for  plots nearer habitation or in more fer t i le  areas. When

women refugees are perceived as a sub-group of dependents rather than

as individuals, this classification itself places them in a secondary

role with important material consequences. As Barbara Harrell-Bond

has pointed out, i f  food supplies were given to  women f i rs t, i t  is

possible that the nutritional needs for  the entire family would be

be t t e r  met.

Where refugees take part in the running of centres and settle-

ments, i t  is overwhelmingly men who become involved in  the exercise of



administration and carrying out the work of committees. Women are

likely to be capable of carrying out these duties, but the general

dominance of men together with women's conventional family duties

place them at a disadvantage in elections. Aid officials  usually

confer with males as spokesmen of their community  and take the v iew

almost without question that in 'traditional l i f e* women do not take

positions of public responsibility. The principle that refugees

should be involved in running their own a f fa i r s  is now becoming widely

accepted, but i ts  corollary has not yet been recognised: that women

refugees should be f u l l y  represented along with men. When the

principle of women 's f u l l  participation as individuals in their own

right gains international recognition, as has been called fo r  in

United Nations documents, this can be achieved by initiating a system

of proportional representation or (in groups where male and female

roles are separate) by mobilizing a women 's caucus with a voice in the

administrative centre.

Finally, i t  should be noted that the agencies for  refugee

assistance - international and national, governmental and non-

governmental - are predominately s ta f fed  by males i n  executive and

policy-making positions. They have of ten unconsciously designed

programmes according to the gender stereotypes of their  own culture:

f o r  example, that men are 'breadwinners' and women belong in the

domestic sphere. These stereotypes have l i t t le reality in developing

countries where women have been the main food producers and have

tradit ionally held a strong economic position in the  marketplace.

Again, with western bureaucracy as their model , ma le  administrators

may not be aware of the political power women have held in their

indigenous societies through women's organisations. Something is



being done fo r  women, many policy-makers believe, when special women's

projects are set up, but the result may be to 'domesticate* women to a

greater extent and reinforce the status quo. Unless women's projects

empower women for  greater participation in the a f fa i r s  of the refugee

community and in the wider economy and society, they are of limited

benefit both to  women and their social group.

The general principle of helping 'the whole family' has been in

ef fec t  since 1950 when refugee assistance on an international scale

began. On the face of i t, this principle appears worthy. But there

are many p i t fa l l s. As any anthropologist is well aware, what

constitutes a 'family* is extremely variable from one society and

cu l tu re  to the next. I t  has become clear that relief aimed a t  men as

'heads of households' does not automatically benefit a l l  members of

the family  either in terms of equality or need. Some men have been

found to sell the family ration of food or supplies for  their own

projects while the children go hungry, as Harrell-Bond observed in her

fieldwork among refugees, Ingrid Palmer writes that where the refugee

family is constituted according to what is considered 'normal ', women

appear to assume a lower social profile than usual while patriarchy in

the family intensifies. This she considers to be due part ly  to the

new alien environment, where men often assume greater mobility and

social visibility relative to women, and partly to the relief agencies

who give attention to the dependent family through the male

representative (except in the case of maternal and child health and

supplementary feeding).

Does helping 'the whole family', then, benefit a l l  refugees

equally? Or does i t  benefit male members to the detriment of females

and children? Should women be considered dependents of men or

individuals in their own right? By dealing mainly with refugee men



and considering refugee women as a sub-group, agencies may be

undermining women 's traditional rights and are certainly reinforcing

men's power and women's relative powerlessness.

These questions of gender have many facets. Aid agencies w i l l

have to examine their own personnel , policies and practices with  an

alertness to underlying assumptions about gender roles. And more

research is required, qualitative as well as stati stical, about the

reciprocal roles of men and women during the successive stages of

their experience as refugees: the period of mass exodus, the programme

of emergency relief , the transition towards local self-sufficiency, or

going for  resettlement or repatriation.

Policies f o r  refugee aid can never be 'neutral'. They always

i n v o l v e  negotiations relating to power and resources which have

d i f fe ren t  results f o r  men and women in  d i f ferent  c u l tural  settings.

The citing of 'our tradition' (even i ts invention) may be used as a

way of gaining power and position fo r  particular groups. These

patterns need to be traced and carefu l ly  considered. Relief agencies

would presumably not knowingly set out to  increase or maintain women's

inequality through their own operations. This is why analysis needs

to be carried out on the effects of relief assistance on gender

disadvantage. New policies might then be worked ou t  to meet the

special needs of refugee women on equal grounds wi th  men and to

encourage women's f u l l  participation in the formulation,

implementation and evaluation of programmes fo r  the benefit of the

entire refugee society.

Recognition of gender disadvantage

The specific needs of women refugees are on ly  beginning to be

recognized. I t  has become increasingly evident in recent years that
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women have been subjected to specific sexual violence. The cases most

often cited are those of pirates raiding boats of asylum seekers on

the high seas, raping and abducting the women. Further evidence

attests to women being sexually molested by soldiers and border

officials and also being raped or intimidated within refugee camps.

This sexual abuse of these vulnerable refugee women extends to their

attempts to gain education and employment , when they are expected to

g ive  sexual favours  in return for  access to scholarships or jobs.

Clearly, since refugees are entitled by international agreement to

protection, this issue of sexual violence against women requires

continuing attention and action.

Another significant gender difference can be seen in the central

role of refugee women in maintaining the family. Mothers are literally

the lifeline for  the babies they are breastfeeding. But , fo r  older

children as well , even when fathers are present, women often have the

main responsibility for  providing food and basic necessities,

protection, the care and discipline that educates children in cul tural

values and the psychological warmth which sustains their spirit. In

very real way , women ensure the physical and cultural survival of

their group by taking the main role in raising children. This central

position of women within the family requires greater recognition in

terms of the contributions women make and the heavy demands this makes

on them. In many cases, husbands are absent. These 'female-headed

households', as they are recorded in statistics, have special

problems. Women must somehow earn an income while being the sole

managers of their families. This calls for  aff irmative policies in

advancing their income-generating skills and in encouraging communal

child-care provisions.
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Health requirements are d i f ferent  fo r  women and men. Both may

suffer  from malnutrition, shock, psychosomatic symptoms and the

various diseases that  attack weakened bodies. But  women refugees

of ten  appear more malnourished and have higher mortal i ty rates.

Women's pregnancies, as well as irregularities of the reproductive

system in times of deprivation and stress, place them in  special need.

They require family planning advice fo r  problems of low f e r t i l i t y, as

well  as f ree ly  available contraceptives to  allow women whose health

may be precarious the choice of whether or not to undertake pregnancy

in the fraught conditions of refugee l i fe.

While both women and men su f f e r  psychological stress in times of

war and dislocation, the illness or death of children is likely to

affec t  women to a greater degree. A child may die of malnutrition

while feeding a t  the mother 's breast. There is no evidence that these

mothers do not feel grief to the same extent that mothers do in

industrial countries, although this proposition is sometimes put

forward. Not only does the mother feel the loss of  the child deeply,

but she may be blamed openly or indirectly fo r  not giving it proper

care. Fathers, on the other hand, are seldom blamed for  fa i lure  as a

parent. This extra weight of bewilderment and g u i l t  adds to women 's

psychological strain.

It is clear that maternal health links directly with infant  and

chi ld health. When a mother is chronically i l l  or psychologically

disturbed to the extent that she is unable to carry out minimal

duties, there is l i t t l e  that agencies can do to keep the family

together. Fathers rarely replace mothers i n  this role. On the other

hand, when a father becomes il l  or even dies, the mother regularly

keeps the family  unit  together. There are exceptions during times of

great distress and dire economic conditions, as Harrel l-Bond has
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pointed out, when even mothers leave their  chi ldren. She recommends

f i rm administration to maintain conditions conducive to the recon-

struction of basic social bonds and cu l tu ra l  patterns.

Again, women 's access to employment is different  from men 's i n  a

number of ways. With  young children, a woman has to f ind  home-based

work or arrange care fo r  them (in the absence of the previous support

she may have had f rom members of her kin group) whi le  she goes to the

workplace. Work itself in  most societies has gender dimensions:

certain types are considered suitable for  men, other types fo r  women.

This is usually justified by pointing to  women 's re la t ive  physical

weakness, but o f ten  women are found doing the heavier labour while

men, with the advantage of higher educational qual if icat ions, w i l l  be

taking on skilled, lighter work or clerical jobs. Usua l ly  women 's

work is paid less than men's work of the same type. Clearly the

economic disadvantages of refugee women are  d i rec t ly  related to

women 's secondary economic position within  the wider society.

Another aspect of the situation of dislocated groups is the loss

of social networks and support groups. Although social networks v a r y

according to specific economic and cu l tu ra l  backgrounds, they u s u a l l y

begin with kin groups and extend outwards to include neighbours,

friends, f e l  low workers on farms or in the workplace, members of the

same religious group. In the refugee situation, men's greater

mobil i ty allows them a chance to f ind  kinsmen or those from their own

area to he lp  with employment or family matters, but women are more

tied to the shelter where they are using su rv iva l  strategies to care

fo r  their children in a desperate situation. And i t  is in this

deprived state that women particularly miss the daily encouragement

and the special he lp  a t  chi ldbir th  and other times of crisis that they
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had previously received from their mothers, sisters, close friends and

members of the same church or mosque. The re-creation of former

women 's associations, or creation of new ones, by women for  their own

self-he lp  thus demands a high place in the agenda when refugees f i rs t

come to camps for  emergency aid and as an important help in the longer

phase during which refugees become linked to the local economy and

gain self-sufficiency.

Protection for wen

With the emphasis given during the Women's Decade, the special needs

of refugee women for  international protection have received Increasing

recognition. On the legal side, a resolution adopted by  the European

Parliament (13 Apri l  1984) includes gender as a legal basis for the

accordance of refugee status when women face persecution in their home

societies because they have transgressed the social mores of their

society. Governments are being urged to interpret the term

'particular social group' in the definition of refugees set out in

Article 1 A(2) of the 1951 United Nations Refugee Convention to

include such women asylum seekers.

Of great importance as wel1 is the cal1 for drafting a new

International instrument to deal with the specific protection of

refugee women. Present international instruments set out general

standards applying equally to  refugee women and refugee men and do

not , therefore, take account of the special protection problems of

women. Until recently, sexual violence against women refugees has

been an 'unspeakable' problem. The victims themselves have often found

their experiences too painful and shaming to talk about. While

agencies have attempted to deal with episodes in particular regions

and individual cases, they have not taken up the problem with the

concerted attention required to stop i t, or at least a l levia te  i t, by
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gaining effective international legal backing and practical local

sanctions.

The media exposure of pirates raiding the 'boat people* with

brutal rape and abduction of women has alerted the public at large to

the specific dangers faced by women refugees. During the last five

years, according to figures released by UNHCR, an estimated 2,400

female asylum-seekers have been physically attacked by pirates in the

South China Sea and some 1,000 abducted; only 43 per cent of the women

taken away since 1982 have been recovered.

Tu-Khuong Shroeder-Dao, a consulting psychologist who spent six

months in Malysia on the island of Pulau Bidong helping the mature

women, young girls and even children who have been victims of rape,

writes how this violence haunts these women (summarized by Meryem C.

Amer). Some are deeply distressed and feel condemned by their

husbands and their entire society. They have nightmares, insomnia,

and phobias of the aggressor. Some mask their suffering by showing an

intense anger for revenge. Others fall into apathy and a feeling of

'I've got nothing to lose'; this may lead to prostitution or a lapse

into infantilism. Some women try to take advantage of their

victimization by asking to be counted as special cases for the

formalities in finding a country of asylum, but most convince

themselves they no longer deserve a normal life. The psychologist

advises that these women need rehabilitation from their terrible

experience and orientation, including vocational training, for the

demands they will meet in the western world. She concludes that

sensitive therapy and preparation for a new life are necessary if

these victims of rape are not to be discarded as rejects.

The reported cases of the rape victims among the 'boat people'
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are, in fact, only the most v iv id  examples of the pervasive problem of

sexual abuse met by refugee women: not only rape, but sexual favours

extorted for  the distribution of food or other material aid or for

employment, and in South-East Asia the wide-scale abduction of young

women into brothels with the connivance of local police. An

international convention fo r  the specific protecti on of refugee women

and girls is now urgently required.

The case of refugee women in Djibouti, documented by Roberta

Aitchison. reveals extensive sexual abuse in another area of the world.

For refugees coming from Ethiopia, guards a t  the border are only  the

f i rs t  barrier they meet. Here girls and women are  separated from male

asylum seekers in order to 'question* them. Those who trek through

the desert and a r r ive  physically debilitated may be allowed a day to

recuperate with  a supply of minimal food and water. Then, as

testified by numerous refugee women themselves, th°y are raped,

sometimes passed from guard to guard and held a t  isolated border posts

fo r  days or even weeks. The women are t o ld  that i f  they resist they

will  be returned to Ethiopia. Since these refugees undertook their

perilous journey because they feared fo r  their lives in Ethiopia, they

must now pay for  survival  with  their integrity. The story of one

young woman , Lensa , is related by Aitchison:

At age 18, she arrived from the two-week trek through the

Danakil desert, physically exhausted, badly  dehydrated, and

with blistering sores from exposure on her feet and body.

But , the most terrible part of her ordeal , she points out,

was the three days she was held a t  the border jail and raped

repeatedly. The border soldiers threatened to deport her

back to Ethiopia if she didn't a l l o w  them to  'sleep with'

her .
16



She appealed on religious terms to the first soldier to

spare her, and even pleaded wit h  him to k i l l  rather than

rape her. He continued anyway, holding a knife to her

throat. She fainted. Later she was passed on to other

soldiers at the post ; at the end, she said, she was barely

able to walk.

In Djibouti City, women continue to confront sexual exploitation.

They are asked fo r  sexual favours in order to get refugee identity

cards, the proof of their UN official refugee status, or even for  not

destroying an identity card which sometimes takes as long as two years

to obtain. On the streets they are sometimes picked up  by police and

taken away to be raped. But even when they stay indoors they are

vulnerable. Police are reported to come into refugees' home in the

search for  suitable women to  'arrest* and hand over to  government

ministers for sexual services.

Almost the only employment available to these women, the report

continues, is work as household servants. They are generally required

to put in gruelling hours doing heavy chores with  poor compensation,

which may be the sole basis of support for their families. In many

cases, as well , they must satisfy sexual demands from employers in

order to retain the job. One woman who has turned to prostitution

said that since she would be raped continually in Djibouti, she might

as well earn money in this way.

Many of these women from eastern Ethiopia come from Muslim groups

which practice female excision and infibulation. This practice itself

creates health problems and is being vigorously campaigned against by

African medical groups and women's organizations. When an infibulated

female is raped, she is usually lacerated and the wound often becomes

infected. This may lead to  permanent damage which inhibits childbirth
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or causes sterility. Aside from the physical wounds, these girls and

women face severe emotional problems and sometimes hopelessness in

their prospects for marriage and community acceptance. In this sense,

they become double victims of sexual abuse, first from the men who

take advantage of their powerlessness and rape them and then from

their own society which devalues them because of their misfortune.

Since women victims themselves aften keep silent about their

painful experiences, it is not surprising that there has been little

systematic documentation of the sexual abuse of refugee women. On the

practical side, UNHCR has in the past few years developed particular

projects for securing better protection for refugee women and

providing counselling for victims of rape and other violence. These

are steps in the right direction, but much more concerted action is

necessary. At its meeting in October 1985, the Sub-Committee on

International Protection called for measures to strengthen UNHCR's

presence in border areas and on flight routes to provide greater

security for women against violation of their physical integrity.

Where refugee women risk maltreatment in countries of asylum,

governments were urged to examine the situation in consultation with

UNHCR to determine the specific measures to remedy the situation.

Again, the presence of UNHCR representatives was considered

appropriate in such areas. The anti-piracy programme benefits women

refugees; this too, in the view of members of the Sub-Committee needs

to be continued , improved, and given wide support. More statistical

and anthropological data needs to be collected to show the extent of

sexual maltreatment to refugee women and to identify the appropriate

measures to be taken to improve protection for them.

The aftercare of rape victims has received some attention

recently. The immediate anxieties of such women subjected to sexual
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violence has to do with  the loss of virginity and a possible

pregnancy. Doctors dealing with these victims have usually responded

to requests fo r  the termination of a pregnancy when it is not too

advanced. For the worries that remain over the longer period ,

interviews have shown that families are not always able to give the

needed help. Parents or husbands who have had to witness such

violence themselves suffer  acutely because of their powerlessness to

prevent i t. In some situations, rape counselling has been set up by

UNHCR to help victims and to extend as well to other members of her

family. Such counselling requires special sensitivity to language and

cultural meanings, best when undertaken by members of the refugee

group.

Women as guardians of family welfare

The central position of women in sustaining family l i fe  is a truism

often stated in reports on refugee situations, yet the implications of

t his observation fo r  refugee policies and practice have seldom been

made explicit. While women are recognized as holding the main

responsibility for  their children's nutrition, health and early

education, in most cases their voices are not heard in the making of

administrative decisions dealing with  these basic Issues. Refugee

women are sometimes described as passive and unresponsive, but this is

result of their general powerlessness in the situation in which they

find themselves, not an inherent quality. When refugee women are

empowered to participate f u l l y  in the running of refugee affa i rs, then

they wil l  be better able not only to maintain the welfare of their own

families but also that of the larger group. Many of these women have

resources developed in their home communities which could help to

improve the daily l i f e  of the refugee settlement - as teachers,
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nurses, traditional midwives, organizers of women's groups. These

resources need to be tapped.

In nearly al l  emergency refugee situations, malnutrition is

prevalent. But i t  is not evenly spread. As IngrLd Palmer has noted,

there is a direct correlation between the most powerless groups and

the most severely malnourished. Relief workers have observed that

when the intensity of general malnutrition rises, the nutritional

status of women and small children becomes progressively worse in

comparison to other refugees. This happens because women and small

children generally start from the position of a lower standard of

nutrition. Women have, as well , the additional demands on their

system when they are pregnant or breast feeding. And when there is a

shortage of food, women are usually the last to eat.

Clearly, the nutri t ion of  the mother and the infant  are closely

related. For women who are breastfeeding, severe malnutrition may

stop the f l o w  of milk a few months af ter  the baby's birth. This not

only threatens the health of the infant, but sometimes accelerates the

reproductive cycle and i n  the absence of family  planning results in

another pregnancy and further debilitation of the mother's health.

Malnourished women are more likely to have premature babies, with

chances of their survival  much less than f u l l-term infants. When women

are anaemic, as the  majority of women are likely to be in refugee

camps, there is greater likelihood of their bleeding to death during

childbirth. Again , the severe malnourishment of some refugee women

has caused amennhorea, which if prolonged may resul t in sterility.

In recent years doctors and nutritionists have come to the

conclusion that there is a strong case for providing supplementary

feeding to vulnerable groups as soon as basic rations are introduced.

If children in their early years are severely undernourished, brain
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growth may be stunted and the Intelligence of the child affected. The

supplementary food a mother receives during pregnancy and lactation

clearly benefits the well-being of the infant. While children over the

age of  f i ve  years do not usually qualify f o r  supplementary feeding,

their nutrition also concerns the mother who is more likely than the

father to carry the burden of caring for  sick and crying children.

The distribution of basic food relief thus assumes great importance.

In some camps the distribution of food is reasonably equitable,

but in others - the larger Kampuchean camps in Thailand, for example -

powerful camp leaders control food allocation to  their own advantage.

Patron-client relations have been built up; cash and sexual favours

enter the picture. In such cases, women heads of families and girls

on their own have been reported to have a d i f f icul t  time obtaining

food. Another unequal situation of food distribution occurs with

Afghan refugees in Pakistan, where clan leaders have taken on

themselves the responsibilities of the security of families within the

whole group. In this stratified society of many landless peasants

and a few landlords, these leaders have been found reserving more

than their share for  their own families while some families receive

very l i t t le. I t  has been reported that many Afghan women refugees

show signs of severe malnutrition.

The last stage of food distribution takes place within the

household. This has been long taken for  granted as based on fairness

and need, or glossed over as a private matter , but the myth of the

'harmonious household' (attending to the needs of a l l  its members) has

been exposed in recent micro-studies carried out in rural areas of

developing countries which show considerable differences in patterns

of consumption between males and females. Within refugee camps relief
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workers have often observed healthy well-fed males at the side of

undernourished women who are i ll. In many cul tures, of course, the

custom is for  men to eat f irst, but when food is scarce this creates

major health problems,

When i t  is mainly women who produce the food crops, as in much of

Africa, and women who prepare family meals , as happens around the

globe, then it would seem appropriate that househol d allocations of

food and other material aid would go to women, whether or not their

husbands were present. Aside from helping to ensure that the food

gets to  needy children, this placement of women in charge of food

might accord more closely wit h  the traditions of various societies.

The decision in most camps to  distribute food through male 'heads of

households * would seem to have derived from western bureaucracy and

its practice of promoting males as administrators.

Another issue concerns the representation of men and women at

various levels in the agencies dealing with refugee assistance. At the

Round Table on refugee women convened by UNHCR in April 1985, the

nutritionist Angela Berry noted that when she has conducted workshops

on nutrition for  expatriate health-workers in the f i e l d, she has

usual ly dealt wit h  a t  least ninety per cent women , because nurses and

other women deal wit h  nutrition in camps - a t  the level of

implementation. But when she attended a meeting of policy-makers on

nutrition, then she found the proportion of women and  men reversed.

She suggests that women working in the camps on practical problems of

food and nutrition should also be f u l l y  involved a t  the policy level.

Women's own health, both physical and mental , makes a critical

difference in how they are able to cope with the intensified poverty

and insecurity which so often characterizes the refugee situation.

The principle of integrated maternal and ch i ld  hea l th  services within
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a wider programme of primary health care has been generally accepted.

Where such services are operating with the participation of women

refugees and attuned to their interests and needs, they are seen to be

of great benefit t o  these women in their role of maintaining family

welfare in precarious circumstances.

Women's specific health needs include care during pregnancy,

childbirth and lactation; family planning advice and devices; and in

particular cases, psychological and psychiatric counselling. Refugee

populations vary widely in their cultural practices, but in most

traditions certain women gain expertise in dealing with childbirth and

women 's medical problems* These traditional birth attendants within

refugee communities are now being trained to extend their roles by

promoting basic health education in nutrition, hygiene and sanitation

as they carry out their visits to pregnant women and attend

deliveries. Other refugee women are being trained as community health

workers in  primary health care programmes which are designed to

continue after  the emergency relief phase with a decrease in outside

assistance. In this way the entire refugee community benefits by the

upgrading of women's traditional areas of expertise.

For refugee women in purdah, Afghan women in Pakistan being the

foremost example, medical services are made more complicated by the

prohibition against male doctors. These women, except in the most

dire circumstances, cannot make use of local hospitals. Here

voluntary agencies have responded by setting up  mobile dispensaries

staffed by women doctors and health visitors to hold clinics and

arrange supplementary feeding sessions, but this solution is limited

by the lack of female medical personnel . Other approaches are being

tried, including giving support and training to traditional midwives
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from the refugee group itself.

Family planning for  refugee women has been a relatively neglected

area of  health care, i n  some cases because of c u l t u r a l  and religious

resistance, but also because of women's suspicion? over feasible

methods to  be used in  the conditions of refugee cpntres. Family

planning services are more likely to be consulted when they come

within the general medical programme. These services would include

advice and medication to aid couples with low f e r t i l i t y, as well as

education and devices for  those who wish to prevent pregnancy. Women

need complete information on the advantages and disadvantages of

proposed methods t o  al lay their rightful suspicions and, for those who

choose contraceptive drugs, a medical examination should be available.

Clear ly  i n  the fraught circumstances of refugee li f e, a measure of

choice over reproduction adds considerably to women 's abili ty to

maintain their own health as well as that of their families.

Psychological and psychiatric counselling fo r  women refugees has

been initiated in  some centres, par t icular ly  fo r  rape victims, but

this again is a relatively underdeveloped area of refugee assistance.

For the most part , refugee men have been reported as making use of

counselling services; women have been less forthcoming even in cases

of evident need. Psychological counselling is an area requiring

special sensitivities to language, culture and gender; in general,

women f rom within the refugee group itself, with support from other

social workers, are more attuned to a l l ev ia t ing  the psychological

problems of other women refugees.

In some areas, voluntary agencies have considerable experience in

operating clinics combining maternal and in fan t  hea l t h. These are

being extended now in some cases to comprehensive programmes including

special feeding f o r  the under-f i v e s, day care centres for  pre-school
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children, primary education, functional education for  older children

and recreation facilities. While  the scarcity of financial resources

makes such comprehensive arrangements by outside agencies unlikely to

be available on a wide scale, self-help within refugee communities

can go a long way - as the Saharawl refugees in Algeria have so

successfully shown. The more communal support is arranged for

children's welfare, the more mothers (whether or not they are heads of

households) can be engaged in productive activities outside their

immediate domestic circle.

Women's options for earning inco«e

Women refugees perform many hours of unpaid work every day, which

remains to  a large extent unrecognized, but - particularly after the

initial stage of emergency relief - they must also find ways to earn

cash fo r  family self-sufficiency. Female heads of households are the

most pressed, but those with husbands need to earn income as well.

Devaki Jain writes:

Studies of household income-allocation conducted by social

anthropologists. . . reveal that i t  is predominantly the

women's income that goes to family food and basic needs.

The man's income goes for  assets, relative luxuries and

liquor. The loss of a woman's income (cash or kind) results

i n  a lowering of the nutritional level of the family,

especially the children. This is especially true of poor

families.

The great majority of the world's refugees in recent years have

sought asylum in poor countries hit by the world economic crisis and

finding i t  increasingly difficult  to maintain standards of education

and health for  their own populations. Wide-scale urban unemployment
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and rural underemployment are characteristics of their economies. In

such circumstances, wage-paid employment f o r  refugees - except for

menial or seasonal jobs - is almost out of the question.

In  the rural areas of some countries of asylum, such as Sudan,

women refugees (along with men) have been able get seasonal piecework

in  agriculture, paid i n  low wages or in food. In  the cities, domestic

service is the most prevalent occupation fo r  older women. The few who

are educated and have language skil ls  f i n d  clerical jobs or work in

hotel s. But most women must earn cash through sel f-employment, as

Mineke Laman found i n  her survey of three cities i n  Sudan - Port

Sudan, Gedaref , and Kassala. Self-employment takes three main forms:

making injera f o r  sale - the sorgho pancakes which are the mainstay of

the refugee diet - brewing beer , and prostitution. With the

reintroduction in  August 1983 of Islamic law, Shciria, both

prostitution and the brewing of alcohol were for l'idden. This has

placed these women i n  a d i f f i cu l t  position, with some continuing to

pursie illegal activities and others entering the increasingly

competitive injera market,

Lao and Vietnamese women in refugee camps in Thailand manage to

earn money through their traditional ac t iv i ty  of trading in the

thriving markets of Nonghai and Songkhia camps, according to a report

by the Equity Policy Centre. Some women raise thp capital themselves

to start their trade; others work on a wage basis. Earnings vary

accordingly. One woman owning a vegetable stall  :ind working a f u l l

day makes f i v e  times the amount of another who works for  only  two

hours a day f ry ing  and s e l l i ng  bananas f o r  a merchant. In the atypical

situation of Hong Kong, a high proportion (from s ix ty  to seventy per

cent) of  women refugees awaiting resettlement hav? been able  to obtain

jobs in factories and restaurants.
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For the most part, however, women refugees in poor countries have

to earn income through their own efforts rather than through wage

payments. The stereotype of income activities suitable for females

has long been sewing, embroidery, basket-making or other 'traditional'

handicrafts, but the 'handicrafts trap*, as Nair calls it , has now

been exposed as generally un viable in economic terms. A major problem

has been the focus on distant markets which have sudden and

unpredictable changes of  fashion and thus a fluctuating demand for

products. Women in many countries have expressed despair a t  the long

hours spent on making handicrafts for  meagre payment when they have

multiple demands on their time. Women's labour time is seldom

evaluated. By failing t o  train women in management and marketing

skills or to provide them access to sources of low-cost credit, such

programmes serve mainly to  increase their dependency and

vulnerability. Even so, some agencies continue to operate according

to the classic stereotype and of fer  refugee women training and

materials for making handicrafts without tracing the steps required to

create lasting economic gains.

Income-generating activities for refugee women have been promoted

in recent years by UNHCR in cooperation with  governmental and

voluntary agencies. In Somalia, for example, ILO has established

projects in  six refugee camps. Eve Hall reported in 1981 that a total

of six hundred women in five different camps were involved in

producing mats; these mats had previously been imported and were

distributed free to refugees by voluntary agencies. A pilot poultry

project had begun wit h  eighteen women and was scheduled over the next

three months to expand to a hundred women. Besides providing eggs for

family consumption, this project was expected to  produce eggs for
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marketing cooperatively with the help of the ILO staff. In

discussions, the refugee women said they planned to use their cash

income fo r  small necessities such as soap and matches, food items such

as tomato paste, and for  children's clothing.

The problem of income generation for  women i s  by no means one

confined to  refugees. As a response to appeals from women in many

countries, the Women and Development Programme of the Commonwealth

Secretariat commissioned a study to survey the range of income-earning

options for  rural women in developing countries. Rather than

producing handicrafts for  elite markets, the author Marilyn Carr

explains, the alternative strategy is to involve  rural women in the

provision of basic goods and services needed in the  daily l i fe  of

local communities and paid for  in cash. The chal lenge is to take

account of women 's existing skills in vi l lage prod uction activities

and adapt these with the help of improved equipment to manufacture new

products to replace those currently imported in to  villages from urban-

based factories or f rom overseas. These products could be made

locally i f  the appropriate technology, training and  other support

services were available.

Her survey includes f i f t y-f i v e  case studies of women's income-

generating activities illustrating the successes and shortcomings of

women's projects from around the world. For the most part, these

projects concern vil lage level production f o r  local purchase and

consumption. What is notable is the wide range of women's earning

activities - as blacksmiths, bakers and roofing-sheet makers, to  name

the few noted in the title of her book. The commodities and services

provided by women are grouped under six broad categories.

1. Food and drink:

These case studies include food production with improved technologies
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such as f ish smoking (employing 40,000 women) and gari processing in

Ghana, bread baking in Kenya and Botswana, making sweets from shredded

coconut in Guyana following a ban on the import of cakes and biscuits,

and in India preparing a low-cost Indigenous Infant food mix endorsed

by paediatricians as an appropriate food for  malnourished infants and

children.

2. Cloth, clothing and fibres:

Many of the projects in this section assist women to strengthen their

position in various textile processes through the acquisition of new

techniques and technologies. These include wool and muslin spinning

in India, tie-dye in Tanzania, Gambia and Mali, and carpet weaving in

Iran. Other studies show how women's incomes from textiles can be

increased through improved access to credit (cotton spinning in Upper

Volta); breaking through sex stereotypes (broadloom weaving in Ghana);

and the introduction of new fibres and processes. Projects relating

to tailoring and sewing confirm that despite their popularity in

women's programmes, their value is limited unless products are f i rmly

linked to local markets such as school or government uniforms. Two

case studies to do with  the processing of fibres or twines -

manufacturing fishing nets in India and rope-making in Sri Lanka -

sought to increase women's incomes by eliminating the middlemen and

introducing new technologies.

3. Building materials, housing and household goods:

Here projects were aimed specifically to help women establish viable

rural industries in building materials and household durables. The

manufacture of sisal-cement roofing sheets in Kenya Introduces a new

project and new skills. The projects of stove-making in Indonesia and

Senegal attempt to increase women's incomes by producing new products
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using existing skills, while tl- ose of soap-making in Tanzania and Mali

are concerned with adapted mode -n technologies to produce high quality

modern products. The author considers the potential to be enormous

for  developing women's earning capacities through the production of

household goods at village l evel.

4. Other consumer goods:

These projects include items required by rural institutions such as

equipment fo r  day-care clinics, schools and health clinics, as well as

goods for  individual households such as torches, umbrellas and

sanitary towels. Women in Jamaica , f o r  example, learned skills in

carpentry and welding in order to manufacture equipment for  day-care

centres. This project showed women overcoming sex stereotyping by

becoming skilled in non-traditional occupations, qome of them so

successfully they were offered paid work outside the  co-operative set

up by the project .

5. Other productive activities:

These projects include growing vegetables in Bangladesh and in

Botswana, poul t ry  keeping in Kenya and Bangladesh, goat rearing in

Bangladesh, and beekeeping in Kenya. Projects in this section

involv ing  horticulture and husbandry carry high risks such as losses

from pest infestation, disease and t h e f t.

6. Services:

The case studies here f a l l  into two groups. First , 'barefoot'

services (following the model of the barefoot doctor) include village

women of Bangladesh trained in regional towns to vaccinate poultry in

their local areas, women trained in  the repair and maintenance of

pipes for  water delivery systems in Nepal and Bangladesh, and female

school leavers trained in  basic agricultural techniques to work with

women farmers in The Gambia. Second, the 'custom* variety of services
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whereby the owner of a piece of equipment charges other people for its

use are shown in the running of a rice mil l  in Bangladesh, hiring

threshers and solar dryers in Bangladesh and running a bus service in

Kenya. The 'custom' services Involve groups of women pooling their

resources and setting up cooperative businesses; here management and

accounting skills are required for  commercial success.

This book shows the diversity of possibilities when women's

needs, interests and existing skills are directed towards new

enterprises at village level. It  provides practical and imaginative

ideas fo r  the earning activities of refugee women in developing

countries. The fixation of agencies on handicrafts as the answer for

women's income-generation should soon be over.

Women mobilizing for self-help

Refugee situations, of necessity, are characterized by strategies for

survival. Even in the early stages, however, the formation of women's

groups gives them a forum to express their anxieties and take up the

immediate problems facing the refugee community as a whole. In the

camps of long-term settlement or in situations of transition to local

self-sufficiency, these women's associations are even more important

in providing the basis for  education and training for  self-help,

communal projects such as child care or income-earning enterprise, and

as a caucus for  participation in public affairs.

Sometimes the accusation is made that women's organizations and

projects serve only to separate and further marginalize them from the

economic and political processes of the wider society. This can

happen under certain circumstances, when they become 'domesticated'

branches of male-dominated political Institutions. But women's groups

can also have the effect of strengthening women's analysis of their
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group interests, developing their capacities for  l eadership and

fostering their greater participation in the a f f a:i r s  of the wider

community.

In the Beirut camps of the Palestinian refugees, described by

Rosemary Sayigh and Julie Peteet , the weekly seminars became an

effect ive form of mobilization for  housewives who were not only

managing large households but often carrying out a wage-paid job as

well. These seminary, known as nedwaat , are held in the homes of

ordinary camp women. Led by women members of the resistance movement ,

they cover a wide range of topics from child heal th  to the current

political situation. Here women who do not usu a l l y  speak up  in public

find their voices by taking part in the discussion, raising questions

and setting out complaints. These weekly meetings, flexible and

loosely structured, serve as a node linking the problems of women's

daily lives to the wider affairs  of their refugee group.

Reporting on her f ie ld  study in refugee camps in Somalia, Hanne

Christensen writes that collectively women are improving their

position in camp l i fe. In each camp women 's committees have been set

up associated with the official women 's organization of Somalia.

These committees serve to introduce community development programmes

such as handicraft training and adul t  education. I n  1980 the family

l i f e  programme of the Women's Education Service of the Ministry of

Education in Somalia was extended to the refugee camps with the

cooperation of UNICEF. During the next two years 200 refugee women

were given training as family l i fe  monitors, and l '")0 as day care

assistants. Trainees were instructed in nutrition, home economics,

hygiene, child and heal th  care, and handicrafts. They in turn conduct

family l i f e  courses in each camp taking four to f i v e  months with

twelve  lessons each week. The aim of the programme is to help women
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refugees improve the general standard of living and to learn skills

for  income generation,

The typical subjects offered to women in non-formal education

programmes have come under strong criticism in recent years. While

knowledge relating to 'female* occupations may be useful to women,

such programmes generally  overlook women's key role in farming, food

processing and production. Women could well benefit from learning

skills in these fields for new technologies and processes. Not only

are the subjects for women's education restricted, but the contents of

the courses offered are often inappropriate and unrelated to their

lives. It  is not surprising that reports complain about apathetic

women in these classes*

Two opposing models for  women's non-formal education can be set

out. The first is the conventional 'top-down' model where the

curriculum and the teaching materials are devised by distant experts,

often with l i ttle understanding of the lack of material resources and

the diverse demands on the time and energy of poor women. A

hierarchical structure is drawn up for lecturers to train teachers who

will in turn work a t  the grassroots. The second is a 'participatory

learning ' model where groups of women meet to determine their

educational needs and take an active part with the facilitator in

working out an effective programme for their requirements. Here the

knowledge and skills that women already possess through informal

training and lif e  experience are taken into account. The world they

live in and their immediate goals form the basis for their problem-

solving projects. Through discussion women identify problems of

common concern, perhaps supply conf licting evidence, consider

alternative solutions and their likely consequences, and f ina l ly
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select the action to be taken. This type of learning requires

instructional materials which are diversified and f lexible to a l low

relevance to different environments and varied group interests. Here

women gain new knowledge and skills related to their everyday living

and become consciously aware of their responsibilities to improve

their environment. Becoming more fluent in discussion and debate on

public matters, they also gain new abilities to take part in the

a f fa i r s  of their wider society. The second model clearly has much

greater relevance to women refugees and their mobi lization for  self-

help.

Women refugees undoubtedly benefit f rom education in nutrition,

health and infant  care, particularly when their own problems are taken

up and their existing knowledge is respected. Traditional midwives

are now given credit f o r  their experience in delivering babies; when

their skills are upgraded, they can become comraumty health workers

imparting new knowledge which relates to  the ordinary lives of women.

Women, who with their children are the main clients of primary health

care, have much to o f f e r  in both the planning and implementation of

programmes.

With the encouragement of the UN Decade for  Women, diverse

projects mobilizing women f o r  self-help have been carried out in many

developing countries. A wealth of information and critical analysis

now exists which can be drawn on for work with women refugees. One

example, reported by Marty Chen, is the programme of the Bangladesh

Rural Advancement Committee (BRAC), begun in 1972 as a relief and

rehabilitation e f fo r t  in the aftermath of the war. A private, non-

governmental, rural development institution founded and run by

Bangladeshis, this has now spread i ts work to over  a thousand

villages. The adul t  education for  women proved to be particularly
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successful. The curriculum of lessons were functionally related to

the skills and problems of villagers, both men and women, and

villagers were recruited as volunteer teachers. In addition, BRAC

recruited and trained other village women to deliver low-cost health

and family planning services. The programme concentrated on

organizing groups of 20 to 25 women from the poorest households wit h

functional education centred on village problems and problem-solving

dialogue. Over a period of time, the strong and active groups were

selected to organize other groups in their own or neighbouring

villages and a significant spread effect took place* A federation was

formed of Working Women 's Groups.

In order to Improve the incomes of these women, BRAC worked with

them to set out schemes to enhance the productivity in activities that

these women already do and also to expand employment to new areas by

gaining new skills and technologies. Between 1976 and 1984, BRAC's

employment schemes have Improved women's Incomes in rice processing

(3,810 women), animal husbandry (2,344), horticulture (843) and

poultry (800). Over 200 women each year have been encouraged to

undertake collective agricultural production on leased land. The

lessons learned from BRAC's extensive programme would have useful

application for  women refugees elsewhere.

Particularly at times of great social stress and the break-up  of

traditional family units, women's central role in family l ife require

that they have greater access to education and material resources.

Refugee conditions demand transformations in social l ife. When women

become partners rather than subordinates in this process, then the

entire community will benefit.
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